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THE year 1935 marked the centenary of the birth of Wilhelm Conrad Rdntgen,
and it was only forty years ago that his " Preliminary Communication," published
in the " Annals of the Medical Society of WVurzburg," stirred the scientific wrorld.
In the light of the age-long histories of me(licine and surgery, forty years is a
short lifetime, but in those forty years stridles have been made by this youthful
subject wvhich have brought it to the forefront of imiedical progress.
Youth is a period of rapid developimieint, but it is also a period of instability,
and it would be not unfair to lay the blaimie for somiie of the extravagant and unsub-
stantiate(l claimlls made in the name of radiology, in the past and even in the
present, at the (loor of the exuberance of youth anid the absence of the illature and
more deliberative faculties which age and experience bring.
The announcemiient of Rontgen's discovery was epoch-miiaking, but like milost
great discoveries, it was the outcome of years of laborious wvork, both by the
discoverer himself and by his co-workers and predecessors in all countries during
the preceding three centuries.
Nowhere is it more true than in Science that " one soweth and anotlher reapeth,"
and a man of such integrity and simple modesty as Rontgen would have been the
first to acknowledge his debt to the great minds of the past.
A study of his life, revealing his hulmian kindliness, his devotion to his science,
his open-mindedness to the reception of new ideas, his readiness to help his
friends, and the complete absence of self-conceit in his life, tempt one to divert
this address to an appreciation of the man himself, but this must be resisted,
Having devoted all his life to research in general physics and especially in heat,
this Professor of Physics in the University of Wurzburg decided in October,
1895, to make some experiments wxith cathode rays, following up the brilliant
work of Crooks, Hertz, Lenard, and others.
Following Lenard's suggestion, he was experimenting with a vacuum tube
covered with black paper, observing the fluorescence of the rays, passing through
a window in the tube, on a screen.
On the night of 8th November, 1895, working, to quote his own words, " at
a late hour when assistants were no longer to be found in the laboratory," he
noticed some brightly fluorescent crystals oni a table at some distance from the
tube. His trained mind grasped at once the significance of this apparently unim-
portant fact.
99Knowing that the then familiar cathode rays did not possess this power of
penetration, he told a friend: " I have discovered something interesting, but I
do not know whether or not my observations are correct." Except for this remark
he spoke to no one about hiis discovery.
For eight weeks he laboured on, for the first fewv days eating and sleeping in
his laboratory to avoid the distractioni of (daily trivialities, ainl it was not till the
end of December that he publishe(d his famous " Prelimiiinary Commilunication."
Describing in detail the pheniomiienoni he had observed, he deduced from it the
presence of a new formii of ray, wvhich he christened the X, or unknown ray,
the properties of which, especially its penetrative powers, he explained meticu-
lously. Within a very short time, this famous paper was trainslated into many
languages and disseminated throughout the scientific world.
Rarely indeed has informiiation about a new scientific discovery spread so
rapidly or aroused so much the interest of the general public. Scientific circles
were stirred, and wlhen reports were published in the lay press, the public
imagination was captivated. Some scoffed and laughed it off as a joke, but those
who knew R6ntgen and his accurate and reliable methods of work, were con-
straine(l to accept the authenticity of the pictures produced, especially when very
soon other observers using similar miiethods were able to obtain similar results.
Of all the first experiimiental pictures produced, those of the human hand made
the most impression, for in them was at once demonistrated the importance of
the new rays to mnedicine, in showing anatomical conditions in the living subject.
Incidentally, one of the first, if not the first, radiographs made was of his wife's
hand.
Thus, unlike most laboratory discoveries, the practical possibilities were at once
apparent, and the X-rays becamiie a factor in practical medicine and not a theo-
retical laboratory curiosity.
The physics laboratories of the wvorld for a brief spell became clinical depart-
ments. They possessed the only available apparatus, and to them patients were
first brought to test the diagnostic value of this new and wonderful ray.
The first X-ray picture made in England was of a human hand, in January,
1896, by A. A. C. Swinton and J. C. M. Stanton, demonstrated by them to the
Physical Society and to the London Camera Club. The first journal in the world
(levoted solely to this vork was " The Archives of Clinical Skiagraphy," pub-
lished in London in April, 1896, and this country has also the honour of forming
the first Society, " The R6ntgen Society," which was founded in 1897 and still
exists, incorporated w-ith the British Institute of Radiology.
While the scientific min(l continued to investigate, ever finding new wonders in
the new discovery, the more fickle popular mind became bored with only being
shown pictures of a hand or metal wveights in a box. Their optimism as regards
the possibilities had gone beyond reason, and their attitude was reflected by the
reply of a custoimier wvho had applied to an English photographer for samples
of X-ra) pictures, and had received aIn exaImiple of a needle embedded in the foot
100-" Photographs received. Very tame. Send more sensational ones such as
interior of the belly, backbones, brains, liver, kidneys, etc."
The popular press looked on radiography as a revolution in photography, and
doubted the popular appeal of a portrait showing only the bones and rings on
the fingers. They also stressed the dangers to privacy from the power of a ray
able to penetrate solid material.
The " Pall Mall Gazette" in March, 1896, remarked: "We are sick of the
R6ntgen rays. It is now said, we hope untruly, that Mr. Edison has discovered
a substance-tungstate of calcium is its repulsive name-which is potential, what-
ever that means, to the said rays. The consequence of which appears to be that
you can see through other people's bones, with the naked eye, and also see through
eight inches of solid wood. On the revolting indecency of this there is no need
to dwell. But what we seriously put before the attention of the Government is,
that the moment tungstate of calcium comes into anything like general use, it
will call for legislative restriction of the severest kind."
Popular imagination clung to this idea that X-rays were a new system of
photography, whereby pictures could be obtained of anything hidden. The humor-
ous papers suggested protective suits of armour for the men and steel-plated
crinolines for the ladies, to combat their illicit use. A London firm advertised
a sale of " X-ray-proof Underclothing," while a bill was actually introduced by
a Congressiman at Tranton, New York State, prohibiting the use of X-rays in
opera glasses in theatres.
The humorous press, headed in this country by " Punch," poked fun at the
results, as, for example, the following lines from a poem in "Punch," 25th
January, 1896-
We only crave to contemplate
Each other's usual full-dress photo,
Your worse than " altogether'" state
Of portraiture we bar in toto.
The fondest swain would scarcely prize
A picture of his lady's framework.
To gaze on this with yearning eyes
Would probably be voted tame work!
Again "Life" in March, 1896, published-
"LINES ON AN X-RAY PORTRAIT OF A LADY.
She is so tall, so slender, and her bones-
Those frail phosphates, those carbonates of lime-
Are well produced by cathode-rays sublime.
By oscillations, amperes, and by ohms
Her dorsal vertebrae are not concealed
By epidermis, but are well revealed.
101Around her ribs, those beauteous twenty-four,
Her flesh a halo makes, misty in line,
Her noseless, eyeless face looks into mine,
And I but whisper, Sweetheart, je t'adore,
Her white and gleaming teeth at me do laugh,
Ah! lovely, cruel, sweet cathodograph."
Many scientists, however, while expressing interest in the discovery, pessimis-
tically thought it of little practical value, and a wave of doubt, stimulated by the
failure of the early extravagant claims, and by the exposure of some quackery,
threatened to spread.
Despite all obstacles of doubt and ignorance, radiology advanced steadily, and
soon its position as an agent in diagnosis became established. Rontgen laboratories
were opened in all large centres. The commercial side of the subject came into
prominence. The " British Journal of Photography " in July, 1896, published an
article entitled " Rontgen Work for Profit." In this, it was pointed out that few
people would be willing to pay for a portrait of a portion of their body for purely
personal or scientific interest, but that the future source of profit would be in
work for medical or surgical diagnosis. The writer suggested that the expense
involved in the original cost of apparatus, and wear and tear, must be considered,
and also the probability of " sitters." The initial outlay was estimated at the
vast sum of sixteen pounds. Would it could be met for this price now!
Except for a private demonstration to Kaiser Wilhelm II at Berlin, Rontgen
did not speak on his discovery after his original communication till 23rd January,
1896. On that date he lectured at the Wurzburg Physical Medical Society. The
widespread publicity accorded to his original statement drew eminent scientists
from all over the world, and a packed meeting filled every corner of the lecture-
room when the lecturer appeared. Modestly and without self-advertisement or
extravagant claims, he submitted his work and its results. At the conclusion, the
anatomist of the University, Von K6llicker, whose hand Rontgen photographed
in the course of his lecture, proclaimed the discovery as of the utinost significance
in the natural sciences, and perhaps also in medicine, and amid loud applause
proposed that the rays henceforth be known as " Rontgen's Rays." This was
probably the only lecture given by Rontgen on his work to a large audience, but
fortunately for twenty-seven years he was able to follow the triumphal progress
of the results of his discovery.
He declined all honours except the first Nobel Prize in Physics. On receiving
congratulations from his colleagues on this award, he said the prize was not of
real importance, for " the greatest and most beautiful joy the scientist can experi-
ence, no matter what problems he may be studying, is unprejudiced research, and
compared to the inner satisfaction over a problem successfully solved, any outside
recognition becomes meaningless."
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offers of preferment, remained there till his retirement in 1920. He continued
to work in the Institute of Physics there, wNhere his original laboratory was
reserved for him, till his death in 1923 at the age of 78.
Such was the man to whom we owe this discovery, whose simplicity, self-
effacement, and devotion to his work for its own sake, made him a worthy miiodel
for those who follow along the trail which he blazed.
The results of medical radiology in the early days were wonderful, considering
the facilities at the disposal of the workers.
As has already been stated, the earliest work was done in the physical labora-
tories. Soon the importance to medical subjects drew nmedical miien to its study,
and it is to the patient experimentation and the enthusiasm of these pioneers that
imiedical radiology owes its position to-day. By the nature of things, they w\erie
all men who had previously been engaged in clinical work, and the clinical experi-
ence thus obtained was a great factor in the understanding development of the
new method. Only men of a truly scientific bent, with sound knowledge of physics,
coupled with ingenuity and mechanical skill, could cope with the difficulties
inherent to the primitive apparatus. Their results, even when viewed in the
modern light of foolproof apparatus and routine procedure, were astounding.
There was no encouragement then to the dabbler or the quack, and the martyr-
dom of so many of these early workers, who fell victim to the then unknown
baneful effects of radiation, deterred all but the enthusiasts.
No paper dealing with the early days of radiology would be complete without
a tribute to the memory of those pioneers, who inl many cases tortured with burins,
crippled by loss of limbs, shatteredl inlhealth, continued in the field, and by their
labours raised radiology to an ever greater sphere of usefulness.
Nature is not generous. Those who strive to probe her mysteries Imlust pay
tribute. These pioneers paid the cost, and paid it generously and freely. Probabl
in no biran'chI of medical science, not even in tropical research, have the early
workers suffered so severely. Not only we, their imnmediate folloving, but the
whole medical fraternity, and the sufferers of all time, owe them a debt which
honouring n-memory should strive to repay.
Year after year, b) the solid work of these mien and their successors, the
increasing, usefulness of X-rays in diagnosis and in therapeusis became milore
obvious, until the war years showed the radiograph to be essential in the treat-
ment of guIn-slhot wvounds aInd established it as a necessity in every hospital.
Encouraged by the work of the physicists, the instrument-i-imakers devoted thenl->
selves more seriously to the production of more efficient and powerful apparatus
which at the same time was more easily handled. The chemists in association
with the photographic experts produced more satisfactory photographic iiiaterial.
Step followed step in this combined advance, until the stage xvas reached wlhen
Ait was evident that the production of the radiograph was comparatively easy and
that the real skill lay in the interpretation.
Faulty interpretations incurred the distrust of the clinician in radiographic
diagnosis. Appearances that seemed to bear a definite interpretation were found
later to indicate something quite different. Abnormalities of ossification were
mistaken for pathological lesions, and it soon became evident that the man takilng
up this work would require special and individual training.
As a result the leading British radiologists in 1919 decided that a special diploma
in radiology was needed, and they secured the services of the University of
Camibridge in establishing the D.M.R.E., which has been followed later by
diplomas in Liverpool, Edinburgh, and London Universities, and the English
Conjoint Board. One of these diplomas is now considered an essential qualification
for anyone seeking an appointment in a large hospital.
Two years ago it was felt that a higher qualification was need(ed for those hold-
ing more important posts, and the British Association of Radiology was founideld,
which hopes in time to form a College and establish a Fellowship on the lines
of the recently established British College of Obstetricians and GynaTcologists.
With the increasing efficiency and power of apparatus and the development
of the use of contrast media for delineating hollow viscera and cavities, all parts
of the body andl their abnormalities have gradually come within its scope.
It has given valuable help in the elucidation of problemils in all branches of
inedicine. But we must never forget that it is supplemiientary to the clinical
examiniation, and can never displace it from its position of premier imiportance.
A tendency has grown up, largely based on the good wvork of the earlier worlkers,
prevalent aimong the lay public and also to somne extent in the profession, to look
on the X-ray examination as the final court of appeal, and to throw full respon-
sibility on the radiologist for the diagnosis. This may be complimnetary to
radiology, but it is a wvrong conception. While granting that the radiological
examinillatioin is anl important link in the diagnostic chain, we mutst never forget
that it is only a link. Radiology shows only one side of the picture. It (leals with
shadows and shadow-defects as evidence of pathological changes. What it shiows
is (lefinite and must be true. The interpretation of the causes undlerlying its
showings is the real test, and for success, co-operation and consuiltationi between
the clinician and the radiologist are essential.
Dr. Twining of Manchester, in a paper on diseases of the chest, said
X-rav signs in diseases of the lungs are sometimes pathognomiionic, more often
merelv helpful, and sometimes totally anomalous." This applies to all radio-
graphic work.
Co-operation is the key to progress. The radiologist cannot alone by an X-ray
examination, as by turning a handle, produce ready-made diagnosis. Such co-
operation is not always easy to obtain, especially in a busy hospital, w-here radio-
graphic work often savours of mass production. Nevertheless it is the ideal to
104be aimed it. Any' details the clinician can supply from his knoxx ledge of the case,
are always welcome.
Such hasty applications for examination as "Abdominal pain, X-ray please,"
not only are valueless, as giving no indication as to what is expected clinically,
and no guidance to the radiologist as to special features to which to pay attention,
but they create an impression (probably a false one) that the clinical examination
has been equally scanty.
In one way alone can full use be made of X-ray examiination. That is by the
clinician and radiologist comiparing notes on their respective investigations. Each
will have observed certain facts. These are definite facts, and must be true. Each
will have made deductions therefrom. These must be correlated and co-ordinated,
and if necessary corrected, to fit in with the facts. The radiologist mlust prepare
himself to be a valuable partner in this collaboration. He should approach his
wvork as a clinician, employing certain mechanical aids and Norking on certain
lines. His subject is a clinical one. It requires a knowledge of anatomy, physiology.
and clinical ine(licine. If he lacks this knowvledge, he becomiies a glorified phloto-
grapher a mere machine for produciing radiographs, and no matter how perfect
these may be, they are of little value without the interpretatix-e skill xvhlichl is
based on sound knowledge and clinical sense.
Some one has said " The radiograph is the radiologist's physical examination."
l3y means of it, he sees an abnormality and gives an opinion on it, that opinion
being based on clinical ability and past experience.
As h1as already been pointed out, the pioneers possessedl tlis clinical experience.
In this age of earlier and more intensive specialisation, there is a (langer of this
faculty being less well developed, but the radiologist of to-day mlust strive to fit
himself adequately for his work, and becomiie worthy of being regarded by his
colleagues as a clinician and a consultant. The help he can give as a diagnostician
will depend in some measure on his technical skill, but to a far greater extent on
the clinical acumen and experience which he can bring to bear on the problem
at issue. It may be argued that if the clinical side of radiology is so important,
the ideal method would be for specialists in any line of work to do their own
radiology. Apart from its linmited use as a check on their clinical findings, I do
not believe this is a sound proposition. The busy clinician will not have the timiie,
nor probably the inclination, to gain a sound grounding in radiological work,
sufficient to put him in a position to take full advantage of the possibilities it
affords. Further, the patient is deprived of the benefit of a second opinion, and
this is an important factor. While it is often difficult for the radiologist to
approach a problem without a preconceived opinion, that most dangerouLs pitfall
in diagnostic work, it wN-ould be much more difficult for the clinician, in the light
of his previous investigations, to approach the radiological examlination with an
unbiassed mind, and radiological examinations lend themselves to the fallacy of
seeing what you want or expect to see.
105It is xv-orthiy of note that in Amiierica, that homiie of intenisive specialisation, the
consulting radiologist still retains his place.
Thanks to the painstaking research wvork of the physicists andl the conistant
striving after improvemiients in apparatus by the imianiufacturers, the old (liffictilties
wvliich beset the early workers have gradually faded awa)y. The unlstable and
untrustworthy pieces of appalatus have been replaced by e(quipmlent of precision
and accuracy requiring far- less attenitioin fromn the operator, enablin- him to con-
centrate more fully on the diag-nostic aspect. Apparatus an(l photog-raphic acces-
sories are now av-ailable which can be relied on, and( are powerful, so that exposul-es
of a fraction of a second take the place of an hotui or so of pioneer- dlavs.
The old difficulties have vanished, but new ones have taklen theil- place.
The future holds changes. \What will be their effect on radiologyt and the
r-adiologist of the next generation?i
Two main lines of advance stanid otut, both of which are siliiificant. IFirstlv,
the advent of the imiodern, high-po\\-ered, precision apparatus, by imieans of which
newv and elabor-ate techniques beconi1e possible, ever becoming more comiiplicatedl
and ever imiore expensive, and calling for greater- slfill and(I scientific and(I clinical
knowledge on the part of the worker. Secondly, si(le by side \ith thils, the pro-
(luctioin by the manufacturers of simnple, chieap, andl easily hand(Iled apparatuis,
suitable for simpler xvork. These are tw-o basic featuires which \\ ill effect the
future. Wlhat will that effect be?
In the case of the first, investigations previoutsly impracticable caIn noxv be
undertaken. New fields are constantly opening. Alore is possible for the radiologist
and imiore is expected from him. The work has becomile highly specialised, an(l
impossible to anyone vithout sound knowledge aIn(d considerable excerience.
The cost of keeping up to (late with imiodel-rn techinique is anl (c\ver-increasing
burden, apparatus becomiiing miore elaborate, its types miore numierous and ire
varied.
WThether we like it or not, I believe that in the future the hospitalisation of
radiology Nwill increase.
Personally I regret this, and prefer the old inetlhods of private practice, but
I believe financial reasons will mnalke the chainge inevitable. Only by the greater
turn-over of hospital work can the expense of these miain and auxiliary costly
pieces of apparatus be put on a souInd financial basis. Alany of these instruimeints
are only used for very special work. They are often rapi(lly superseded by
improved models. The number of cases for wvhich they, would be required by a
radiologist in private practice would be so few\, that the fees obtainable w\ould
make their purchase an absolutely unprofitable expen(liture.
By equipping a hospital departimient in a v-ery complete fashioni, especially
vhere a pay-block is available, an(d using that olepartnient foer bothi hospital an(d
private patients, in the case of the latter the fee being divided on the recognised
lo06basis between hospital and radiologist, the financial result would be profitable to
both parties, as has been proved in various centres, and such a department could
be kept thoroughly up to date. Such a change in procedure requires a change in
outlook on the part of the public, as hospitalisation is not advanced here to any-
thing like the same extent as in other countries. The change, however, is coming
in other branches of work, and the cost of modern radiology makes it inevitable
in that branch.
What I have said also applies to radio-therapy.
Here, modern technique with greater sub-division of dosage requires a vastly
increased number of treatments with more powerful and more costly apparatus.
With the limited number of cases available to a private radiologist, the fees that
it would be possible to obtain would be quite inadequate to cover the time and
expense involved.
I believe, in future, both in radio-diagnosis and in radio-therapy, more and
more of the work, especially of the elaborate techniques, will be done in hospital
departments for private patients. I believe also, in the larger centres, there will
be a tendency for men to devote themselves solely to special branches of radiology-
specialisation within a speciality. Many of the special examinations require such
elaborate technique and specialised knowledge, that they only attain their real
value in the hands of those to whom much experience has afforded special ability.
The growth of this more intensive specialisation will depend largely on whether
there is sufficient work within these narrower limits to support the worker. Where
there is, there is no doubt that such a step will be to the advantage of both
radiology and the patient. The latter will reap the results of more intensive experi-
ence, while great advances in any subject are much more likely to be made by
men taking a closer and individual interest in one line of work.
As regards the second great general line of advance-the simple, cheap, and
easily handled apparatus. This produces its own difficulties and dangers.
It is true that anyone endowed with common sense, with a little instruction
and by following directions, can with such an outfit produce quite good radio-
graphs. The growing ease of their production, coupled with the tempting wiles
of the manufacturers with the slogan of " Every man his own radiographer,"
have induced many, without any previous experience or training, to dabble in
this work.
No hospital, however small, is considered complete without its X-ray apparatus,
irrespective of the ability to make proper use of it.
The public has developed a rather touching faith in the value of an X-ray exam-
ination, and tends to believe that the possession of apparatus and the ability to pro-
duce radiographs carries with it the knowledge to make diagnostic use of them.
This is a dangerous outlook and must be corrected.
Thanks to the painstaking work and clinical acumen of the early workers, the
status of radiology as a diagnostic agent is a high one. These men were fitted and
1OZprepared for their special work. They trained themselves to competence in inter-
preting the radiographs they produced. Discredit will inevitably follow erroneous
deductions from radiographs, however technically perfect, by men, medical or
lay, untrained in radiological diagnosis.
The profession and the public must realise that the value of an X-ray examina-
tion depends entirely on the interpretative skill brought to bear on it. The dangers
are very real. Misinterpretations have led to the needless sacrifice of organs and
limbs, and even to loss of life. The most skilled and learned may and do err, but
the risks are bound to be much greater where knowledge and experience are less.
We must, however, face the fact that this wider dissemination of simple
apparatus has come to stay, and that despite its dangers, it has its advantage and
its place in the scheme of things.
The patient's interests must be considered, and because a man lives in a remote
country district it is unreasonable to debar him from the advantages of a simple
X-ray examination, say for a fracture, which can easily be obtained either in
hospital or in private by his fellow living in a town. In larger centres where
trained radiological facilities are easily obtainable, I do not think the principle
is justifiable, for often, even the diagnosis of a fracture is not an altogether simple
matter, and the temptation to attempt more difficult work than training and
apparatus justify is always present.
If radiological diagnosis is not to be brought into disrepute, this class of work
must be kept in its own sphere. The operator should have sufficient training in
radiological technique to carry out the simpler work efficiently, and, above all,
must realise his limitations. It will not always be easy to keep in the narrow way.
A generous donor provides his local cottage hospital with an X-ray outfit.
The need of it for the diagnosis and manipulation of simple fractures is obvious.
The donor becomes the victim of some obscure abdominal complaint. He is advised
to have an X-ray examination, and feels quite aggrieved when informed that it
cannot be done with the gift he has provided. Mr. A's neighbour was X-rayed
locally for a Colles fracture. Why cannot he be examined similarly for a doubtful
brain tumour? All these and such-like difficulties are bound to occur. They can
only be met by a better education of the public and of the profession on the nature
and the function of an X-ray examination.
The public must be taught that they are not paying for a photograph, but for
an opinion to be correlated with the clinical opinion, and the profession that even
the simplest work requires some special knowledge and training, and that limita-
tions must be recognised. Working on these lines, the simple apparatus in private
or in hospital, in the remoter districts, will play a really valuable and important
role.
For the more difficult class of work where experienced radiological knowledge
is essential, the difficulty of sending the patient long distances to where this is
available could be obviated, if several hospitals, unable alone owing to the small
18amount of work to support a radiologist, could combine and pool the services of
a trained man, who could visit each centre once or twice a week. This is done
in many places in Englancl, and an attempt has recently been made by the Radio-
logical Society of Ireland to arrange something on these lines in the Free State.
Despite the ever-increasing burden of the medical curriculum, the training of
students in the principles and uses of radiology must be urged. It is surely
essential that the coming medical men should have some knowledge of a subject
of ever-groN-ing importance in every field of medicine.
A little knowledge may be a dangerous thing, but there is another side to the
picture, and even a slight knowvledge will reveal possibilities and make limitations
clearer. The imore a man knows in any branch of medicine, the less liable he is
to dogmatism, with its consequent errors and dangers. A knowledge of the nature
and function of radiology, and its possibilities in diagnosis and therapeusis, will
enable the best use to be made of it in the future, even if he never practises it
himself as a speciality.
Recent Advances in the Treatment of Squint
By BEATRICE H. LYNN, F.R.C.S.,
Surgeon, Belfast Ophthalmic Hospital
A strabismus, or squint, is a condition in which the visual axes are not parallel
wvThen the eves are focused for infinity, or in which the visual axes fail to meet
at the objective point, due to some want of co-ordination for the ocular muscles.
The eyes are constantly changing their focus by means of intra-ocular muscles,
from distant objects to near objects and vice versa. The movenment of each eye-
ball is controlled by six extra-ocular muscles, and if a pair of eyes are to work
in unison, not only must there be co-ordination as regards the twelve extra-ocular
imiuscles, but also between intra- and extra-ocular muscles. When one considers
this complex muscle arrangement, one wonders how any pair of eyes can remain
straight. That they do so, in the vast majority of cases, is due not only to the
tone of the muscles, but also to another complicated factor which urges the eyes
to work in unison.
This factor is a demand, on the part of the human brain, for fusion or single
binocular vrisioi, rather than for double vision, which it will not tolerate.
When light from an object falls upon corresponding points of a pair of retinae.
two light stimuli travel via the optic tract to the occipital cortex, and are inter-
preted as sight. The two separate stimuli, one from each eye, on reaching the
cortex, are combined or fused into one, to result in single binocular vision.
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